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Hans A. Bethe was a German-born American theoretical physicist who helped to

shape classical physics into quantum physics and increased the understanding of

the atomic processes responsible for the properties of matter and of the forces gov-

erning the structures of atomic nuclei. He received the Nobel Prize for Physics in

1967 for his work on the production of energy in stars. Moreover, he was a leader in

emphasizing the social responsibility of science.

Bethe studied physics at the University of Frankfurt and did research in theoretical

physics at the University of Munich, where he obtained the doctorate in 1928. His

doctoral thesis, on the theory of electron diffraction, remains of fundamental value in

understanding observational data. His work on term splitting in crystals in 1929

showed how the symmetrical electric field, by which an atom in a crystal is sur-

rounded, affects its energy states. In 1931 he worked with Enrico Fermi in Rome. He

returned to Germany and served as a lecturer at the University of Tübingen until



1933. After a stay in Manchester, Eng., he immigrated to the United States and be-

came, in 1934, a lecturer at Cornell University in Ithaca, N.Y., which remained his

home. He was a professor there from 1937 to 1975, when he became professor

emeritus.

In 1939 Bethe calculated the Sun's energy production, which results from the fusion

of four hydrogen atoms (each of mass 1.008) into one helium atom (mass 4.0039).

No direct fusion is possible, but Bethe showed that the probabilities of the four steps

of the "carbon cycle" can account for the energy output. A carbon isotope of mass

12 reacts successively with three hydrogen nuclei (protons) to form the nitrogen

isotope of mass 15; energy is produced through the fusion of a fourth hydrogen
nucleus to release a helium nucleus (α-particle) and the original carbon isotope.

Bethe became a U.S. citizen in 1941. At the beginning of World War II, Bethe had

no U.S. clearance for military work. But, after reading in the Encyclopædia Bri-

tannica that the armour-piercing mechanism of grenades was not well understood,

he formulated a theory that became the foundation for research on the problem. His

work, unpublished except in classified reports, illustrated his faculty for developing

highly mathematical theories to the point that their numerical results could be

compared with the actual measurements.

After working at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology on the development of

radar, Bethe headed the Theoretical Physics Division of the Manhattan Project in

Los Alamos, N.M. The development of the atomic bomb and the dropping of it on

Hiroshima and Nagasaki created a strong feeling of social responsibility in Bethe

and other Los Alamos physicists. He was one of the organizers and original

contributors to The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. Moreover, he lectured and

wrote on the nuclear threat in order to increase public awareness of it.

Bethe was awarded the Max Planck Medal in 1955 and the U.S. Atomic Energy

Commission's Enrico Fermi Award in 1961. He became, in 1957, a foreign member

of the Royal Society of London, as well as a member of the National Academy of

Sciences in Washington, D.C.

The discovery of neutron stars led Bethe back to fundamental research in astro-

physics in 1970. Although his main interest was in the rapidly developing subjects

of atomic and nuclear processes, he also applied classical mathematical methods

to the calculation of electron densities in crystals, the order-disorder states in alloys,

the operational conditions of reactors, the ionization processes in shock waves, and

the detection of underground explosions from seismographic records.



Bethe's later works include Elementary Nuclear Theory (1948), a discussion of the

experimental evidence concerning the forces acting inside the atomic nucleus, and

Intermediate Quantum Mechanics, 2nd ed. (1968), a theoretical description of

atomic structure.

Discovery and application of nuclear energy

Fission reactors

Scientists first learned of the tremendous energy bound in the nucleus of the atom

during the early years of the century. In 1942 they succeeded in unleashing that

energy on a large scale by means of what was called an atomic pile. This was the

first nuclear fission reactor, a device designed to induce a self-sustaining and

controlled series of fission reactions that split heavy nuclei to release their energy. It

was built for the U.S. Manhattan Project undertaken to develop the atomic bomb.

Shortly after World War II, reactors were built for submarine propulsion and for com-

mercial power production. The first full-scale commercial nuclear power plant was

opened in 1956 at Calder Hall, Eng. In a power generation system of this kind,

much of the energy released by the fissioning of heavy nuclei (principally those of

the radioactive isotope U-235) takes the form of heat, which is used to produce

steam. This steam drives a turbine, the mechanical energy of which is converted to

electricity by a generator.

History of fusion research and technology

The fusion process has been studied as part of nuclear physics for much of the 20th

century. In the late 1930s the German-born physicist Hans A. Bethe first recognized

that the fusion of hydrogen nuclei to form deuterium is exoergic (i.e., there is a net

release of energy) and, together with subsequent reactions, accounts for the energy

source in stars. Work proceeded over the next two decades, motivated by the need

to understand nuclear matter and forces, to learn more about the nuclear physics of

stellar objects, and to develop thermonuclear weapons (the so-called hydrogen

bomb) and predict their performance. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, re-

search programs in the United States, United Kingdom, and Soviet Union began to

yield a better understanding of nuclear fusion, and investigators embarked on ways

of exploiting the process for practical energy production. This work focused on the



use of magnetic fields and electromagnetic forces to contain extremely hot gases

called plasmas. A plasma consists of unbound electrons and positive ions whose

motion is dominated by electromagnetic interactions. It is the only state of matter in

which thermonuclear reactions can occur in a self-sustaining manner. Astrophysics

and magnetic fusion research, among other fields, require extensive knowledge of

how gases behave in the plasma state.

The inadequacy of the then-existent knowledge became clearly apparent in the

1950s as the behavior of plasma in many of the early magnetic confinement sys-

tems proved too complex to understand. Moreover, researchers found that con-

fining fusion plasma in a "magnetic trap" was far more challenging than they had

anticipated. Plasma must be heated to tens of millions of Kelvins or higher to induce

and sustain the thermonuclear reaction required to produce usable amounts of

energy. At temperatures this high, the nuclei in the plasma move rapidly enough to

overcome their mutual repulsion and fuse. It is exceedingly difficult to contain

plasmas at such a temperature level because the hot gases tend to expand and

escape from the enclosing structure.

Tokamak magnetic confinement

The work of the major American, British, and Soviet fusion programs was strictly

classified until 1958. That year, research objectives were made public, and many of

the topics being studied were found to be similar, as were the problems en-

countered. Since that time, investigators have continued to study and measure

fusion reactions between the lighter elements and have arrived at more accurate

determinations of reaction rates. Also, the formulas developed by nuclear physicists



for predicting the rate of fusion-energy generation have been adopted by astro-

physicists to derive new information about the structure of the stellar interior and

about the evolution of stars.

The late 1960s witnessed a major advance in efforts to harness fusion reactions for

practical energy production: the Soviets announced the achievement of high

plasma temperature (about 3,000,000 K), along with other physical parameters, in a

tokamak, a toroidal magnetic confinement system in which the plasma is kept

generally stable both by an externally generated, doughnut-shaped magnetic field

and by electric currents flowing within the plasma itself. (The basic concept of the

tokamak had been first proposed by Andrey D. Sakharov and Igor Y. Tamm about

1950.) Since its development, the tokamak has been the focus of most research,

though other approaches have been pursued as well. Employing the tokamak

concept, physicists have attained conditions in plasmas that approach those re-

quired for practical fusion-power generation.

Laser fusion

Work on another major approach to fusion energy, called inertial confinement

fusion (ICF), has been carried on since the early 1960s. Initial efforts were under-

taken in 1961 with a then-classified proposal that large pulses of laser energy could

be used to implode and shock-heat matter to temperatures at which nuclear fusion



would be vigorous. Aspects of inertial confinement fusion were declassified in the

1970s, but a key element of the work--specifically the design of targets containing

pellets of fusion fuels--still is largely secret. Very painstaking work to design and de-

velop suitable targets continues today. At the same time, significant progress has

been made in developing high-energy, short-pulse drivers with which to implode

millimeter-radius targets. The drivers include both high-power lasers and particle

accelerators capable of producing beams of high-energy electrons or ions. Lasers

that produce more than 100,000 joules in pulses on the order of one nanosecond

(10-9 second) have been developed, and the power available in short bursts

exceeds 1014 watts. Best estimates are that practical inertial confinement for fusion

energy will require either laser or particle-beam drivers with an energy of 5,000,000

to 10,000,000 joules capable of delivering more than 1014 watts of power to a small

target of deuterium and tritium.

Types of fusion reactions

Fusion reactions are of two basic types: (1) those that preserve the number of

protons and neutrons, and (2) those that involve a conversion between protons and

neutrons. Reactions of the first type are most important for practical fusion-energy

production, whereas those of the second type are crucial to the initiation of star

burning. An arbitrary element is indicated by the notation  AZX, where Z is the charge

of the nucleus and A is the atomic weight. An important fusion reaction for practical

energy generation is that between deuterium and tritium. It produces helium and a

neutron; and is written

 2
1H + 31H → 42He + 10n (1)

Another reaction, initiating star burning, is the fusion of two hydrogen nuclei to form

deuterium:

 1
1H + 11H → 21H + β+ + ν (2)

where β+ represents a positron and ν stands for a neutrino. Before the reaction,

there are two hydrogen nuclei. Afterward, there is one proton and one neutron,

bound together as the nucleus of deuterium, plus a positron and a neutrino pro-

duced as a consequence of the conversion of one proton to a neutron. Both fusion

reactions (1) and (2) are exoergic and so yield energy. Bethe proposed that fusion



reaction (2) could occur with a net release of energy and provide, along with sub-

sequent reactions, the fundamental energy source sustaining the stars. Practical

energy generation requires reaction (1) rather than (2) for two reasons: first, the rate

of reactions between deuterium and tritium is much faster than that between

protons; and, second, the net energy release from reaction (1) is 40 times greater

than that from reaction (2).

General characteristics

The energy-producing mechanism in a fusion reactor is the joining together of two

light atomic nuclei. When two nuclei fuse, a small amount of mass, m, is converted

into a large amount of energy, E. Energy and mass are related through Einstein's

relation, E = mc2, by the conversion factor c2, where c is the speed of light. The

inverse process, conversion of mass to energy by the splitting of a heavy nucleus, is

the basis for the fission reactor.

Fusion reactions are inhibited by the electrical repulsive force that acts between two

positively charged nuclei. For fusion to occur, the two nuclei must approach each

other at high speed to overcome the electrical repulsion and attain a sufficiently

small separation (less than one-trillionth of a centimetre) that the short-range strong

nuclear force dominates. For the production of useful amounts of energy, a large

number of nuclei must undergo fusion; that is to say, a gas of fusing nuclei must be

produced. In a gas at extremely high temperature, the average nucleus contains

sufficient kinetic energy to undergo fusion. Such a medium can be produced by

heating an ordinary gas of neutral atoms beyond the temperature at which elec-

trons are knocked out of the atoms. The result is an ionized gas consisting of free

negative electrons and positive nuclei. This gas constitutes a plasma. Most of the

matter in the universe is in the plasma state.

The scientific problem of fusion is thus the problem of producing and confining a

hot, dense plasma. The core of a fusion reactor would consist of burning plasma.

Fusion would occur between the nuclei, with the electrons present only to maintain

macroscopic charge neutrality.

Stars, including the Sun, consist of plasmas that generate energy by fusion

reactions. In these "natural fusion reactors" the reacting, or burning, plasma is

confined by its own gravity. It is not possible to assemble on Earth a plasma suf-

ficiently massive to be gravitationally confined. The hydrogen bomb is an example

of fusion reactions produced in an uncontrolled, unconfined manner in which the

energy density is so high that the energy release is explosive. By contrast, the use



of fusion for peaceful energy generation requires control and confinement of a

plasma at high temperature and is often called controlled thermonuclear fusion.

In the development of fusion power technology, demonstration of "energy break-

even" is taken to signify the scientific feasibility of fusion. At breakeven, the fusion

power produced by a plasma is equal to the power input to maintain the plasma.

This requires a plasma that is hot, dense, and well confined. The temperature

required, about 100 million kelvins, is several times that of the Sun. The product of

the density and energy confinement time of the plasma (the time it takes the plasma

to lose its energy if unreplaced) must exceed a critical value.

There are two main approaches to controlled fusion--namely, magnetic confine-

ment and inertial confinement. In magnetic confinement, a low-density plasma is

confined for a long period of time by a magnetic field. The plasma density is roughly

1015 particles per cm3, which is many thousands of times less than the density of

air at room temperature. The energy confinement time must then be at least one

second--i.e., the energy in the plasma must be replaced every second. In inertial

confinement, no attempt is made to confine the plasma beyond the time it takes the

plasma to disassemble. The energy confinement time is simply the time it takes the

fusing plasma to expand. Confined only by its own inertia, the plasma survives for

only about one-billionth of a second (one nanosecond). Hence, breakeven in this

scheme requires a very large density of particles, typically about 1024 particles per

cm3, which is about 100 times the density of a liquid. The extremely high density is

achieved by compressing a solid pellet of fuel by the pressure of incident laser or

particle beams. These approaches are sometimes referred to as laser fusion or

particle-beam fusion.

The fusion reaction least difficult to achieve combines a deuteron (the nucleus of

the deuterium atom) with a triton (the nucleus of a tritium atom). Both nuclei are iso-

topes of the hydrogen nucleus and contain a single unit of positive electric charge.

Deuterium-tritium (D-T) fusion thus requires the nuclei to have lower kinetic energy

than is needed for the fusion of more highly charged, heavier nuclei. The two
products of the reaction are an α-particle (nucleus of the helium atom) at an energy

of 3.5 MeV and a neutron at an energy of 14.1 MeV. (One MeV is the energy equi-

valent of 10 billion kelvins.) The neutron, lacking electric charge, is not affected by

electric or magnetic fields within the plasma and can escape the plasma to deposit

its energy in a material, such as lithium, which can surround the plasma. The heat

generated in the lithium blanket is then converted to electrical energy by con-
ventional means, such as turbines. The electrically charged α-particle collides with

the deuterons and tritons (by their electrical interaction) and can be magnetically



confined within the plasma. It thereby transfers its energy to the reacting nuclei.

When this redeposition of the fusion energy into the plasma exceeds the power lost

from the plasma (by electromagnetic radiation, conduction, and convection), the

plasma will be self-sustaining, or "ignited."

With deuterium and tritium as the fuel, the fusion reactor would be an effectively in-

exhaustible source of energy. Deuterium is obtained from seawater. About one in

every 3,000 water molecules contains a deuterium atom. There is enough deu-

terium in the oceans to provide for the world's energy needs for billions of years.

One gram of fusion fuel can produce as much energy as 9,000 litres of oil. The

amount of deuterium found naturally in one litre of water is the energy equivalent of

300 litres of gasoline. Tritium is bred in the fusion reactor. It is generated in the

lithium blanket as a product of the reaction in which neutrons are captured by the

lithium nuclei.

A fusion reactor would have several attractive safety features. First, it is not subject

to a runaway, or "meltdown," accident as is a fission reactor. The fusion reaction is

not a chain reaction. It requires a hot plasma. Accidental interruption of a plasma

control system would extinguish the plasma and terminate fusion. Second, the

products of a fusion reaction are not radioactive; hence, no long-term radioactive

wastes would be generated. Neutron bombardment would activate the walls of the

containment vessel, but such activated material is shorter-lived and less toxic than

the waste products of a fission reactor. (Moreover, even this activation problem may

be eliminated, either by the development of advanced, low-activation materials,

such as vanadium-based materials, or by the employment of "advanced" fusion-fuel

cycles that do not produce neutrons, such as the fusion of deuterons with He-3

nuclei. Nearly neutron-free fusion systems, which require higher temperatures than

D-T fusion, might make up a "second generation" of fusion reactors.) Finally, a

fusion reactor would not release the gaseous pollutants that accompany the com-

bustion of fossil fuels; hence, fusion would not produce a greenhouse effect.


